
Intent
The intent of Bravely Undertaking the Trail is to create a 2D resource

management game where the player hikes through the Appalachian Trail.

Potential Audience
Players looking for a simple and easy resource management game that
doesn’t take hours to complete will enjoy playing our game. Due to the
extensive amount of art in the game, players looking for an experience that
delivers planning and preparation mechanics found in resource
management games will also be able to enjoy highly stylized and humorous
art that is not often found in the genre.

The gameplay will also appeal to players who enjoy games with a more linear
and environmental  experience. Gameplay is low stakes and low difficulty, which is
intended to appeal to players that prefer to appreciate the humorous characters and
unique art instead of worrying about losing all the time. The characteristics of this game
make it appeal to a wide range of ages as well. but likely not young kids- they are
probably not old enough to find the character tropes and art humorous.

Context
The player character is Ellie, a woman who decides to hike the Appalachian Trail.

As Ellie sets off on her adventure northwards she meets a cast of other wacky hikers



who provide companionship as she progresses along the trail. Ellie must learn how to
ration her food and water supplies as well as her stamina while hiking. Despite any
event nature throws at her, Ellie appreciates the natural world and the resources
provided by both the land and the hikers around her.

Environment
The game is set in the Appalachian Trail,

which begins in Georgia and ends in Maine. The
environment changes state to state (different
trees, different terrain, different animals, etc.)

Gameplay

Goal: Make it to the end of Appalachian Trail

Gameplay Overview:
The game begins with the player character at the very beginning of the

Appalachian Trail. They start off with full bars of hunger and thirst and must hike to the
next camp (a possible checkpoint) while maintaining their resources. The player
character can use food/drink in their inventory to lower their hunger/thirst. The player
must navigate the character through wild terrain to camps along the trail while keeping
them healthy.



Mechanics
Movement: The player will be able to click to move.

On Map:
The player will
select a “hiking
goal” for each
week. The
player can
select either to
go slow,
medium, fast, or
rest each day.

In Camp:
The player can
click to walk around camp in side-view.

Speeds: In map view, the player will be able to move their character with four different
speeds. Each speed decreases different
amounts of stamina (except for resting),
and moves the player different (more
randomized) distances along the trail. The
stamina decrease based on speed is also
affected by how much the player’s
inventory weighs.

Inventory: The player character will have 10 slots of
inventory for food, hiking gear, and items they pick up
along the trail. Clicking on the backpack will bring up UI
at the top of the screen with all the items the player
character is carrying. In order to use an item, the player
must click on them. When hovered over, the item will
show what stat benefits they give.

Weight: The weight of the player character backpack is
affected by what and how much the player is carrying.



Weight will increase the amount of stamina the player character loses when they hike.

Stamina: Stamina is impacted by how much weight the player character is carrying.
Stamina effects how far the player can hike in a day. Carrying less means the player
can move faster, but runs the risk of running out of food/water.

Resource Management: The player has hunger, thirst, and stamina stats. All stats
begin at 100 (the maximum). If any stat reaches 0, the player loses. The player can
manage their stats by eating/drinking items in their inventory or resting for a day on the
map.

Decision Making: The player
will have to make decisions in
two areas. First, the player
must decide what to carry and
when to use items to replenish
stats. Second, the player
character will come across
random encounters (picking
berries, getting lost, etc.) In
these encounters, the player
will get the option to pick from
two solutions. Both solutions
will affect the player’s inventory and/or stats.

Camps: Players will come across one or two
Campsites per map area. The player character can
walk around and interact with NPCs as well as supply
boxes, which will give the player items. These offer the
player an interesting break from the trail maps and
give the player more information about the NPCs and
the trail.

Getting Items at Camp: At each camp the player
will find a supply box. Each supply box will contain 2
drink items, 2 food items, and a random gear item. The
player will get a list of what is in the box and can
choose to take it all or leave it (they can retrieve it any
time as long as they don’t leave the camp).



Interaction: In the camp, the player will be able to interact with items and NPCs. Any
person or item that the player can interact with will have an exclamation point pop up
next to it when Ellie walks near it.

Dropping Items: At any point in the player’s journey, they may choose to drop an item
to lessen their weight and improve their stamina usage. This will force the player to
manage their inventory and potentially drop items they would need to complete random
encounters favorably. The player will be able to click on an item to drop it.

Systems
Player View: The camera will be following the player character in a top down position
on the map. When in camps the position will be side-view.

Random Encounters: At various
randomized points on the trail, the
player will be faced with one of
multiple encounters. These encounters
will have two options the player can
pick from. These options can affect
player character stats, inventory, or
even how much time they have left
that week to reach their goal.



Random Encounter List

Week by Week: Time passing is shown by a
week counter in the corner. Once the week
starts, stamina is calculated and the supply
bar. A new week always starts on Day 1 and
goes until Day 7. The player must complete
the trail by week 26.

Challenge
The challenge of Bravely Undertaking the Trail is to get the character to the end

of the trail before the end of week 26, while maintaining their stats and resources. The
player character must make it through 5 zones while dealing with random encounters.

Reward
Throughout the trail, the player is constantly being tested. From the get go, they

must manage their characters stats strategically in order to make the distance to their
checkpoint. If the character makes it to their checkpoint before the week ends, their
stamina refills. This reward provides a hefty advantage for the coming week. However,
simply waiting around for the remainder of the week penalizes the players hunger and
thirst bars.

Win and Fail State
The player wins if they make it to the end of the Appalachian Trail. The player

loses if their hunger or thirst reaches 0. If the player loses, a screen will pop up saying
how far they made it. The player character does not “die”, they just leave the trail and
can try again.

Conclusion
In Bravely Undertaking the Trail, players will be engaged by a unique experience

that builds off of previous resource-management games to offer up a new twist on the
genre. The two different art styles add to the game in a collaborative way, both
entertaining players and impressing players in turns with the humorous and detailed art
styles. The clicking interactions allow for a low barrier to entry despite the strategic core
of the game, making this a versatile and charming game for any player, not just the
target audience.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Qz4j-1by0_AsAVNYjVKaC_t8YNERUsXb7aVacpBGFOk/edit?usp=sharing

